pairing ball shot holes on greens AFTER each pairing had completed putting "seems justified." ... Previously the USGA allowed repairs prior to putting.

Selwyn Orcutt, director of Monroe (N.C.) Recreation dept. which is conducting a junior golf program at Monroe CC, claims his 2 year old son Alan is "National Diaper champion." ... When Alan was 21 months old he hit a golf ball 75 ft. and connected with the ball nine out of 10 swings. ... Joe Dudad of Buffalo who caddied for Ben Hogan when Ben won the 1948 Western Open, recently won a Western GA Evans scholarship. ... Joe, a Brookfield CC caddy, starts in pre-med study at Niagara U. this fall. ... Western GA will have nearly 50 on Evans scholarship at 18 universities next semester.

E. W. (Pop) Harbert comes out of retirement to become pro at Bobby Jones GC, Sarasota, Fla. ... Jenny Beeman, mgr., Shuttle Meadow CC, New Britain, Conn., on European vacation. ... John Duncan Dunn writing some fine instruction stuff in Los Angeles Athletic club magazine, Mercury. ... The lively veteran is instructing at the club. ... Willie Hunter, pro at LAC's Riviera CC, writing "Riviera Re-Views" in same magazine. ... Willie says of Middlecoff: "He is a finished player and at the best golfing age of 28 should be outstanding for many years."

Courses all over the country have chosen RAIN BIRD Sprinkler Heads —available in a wide range of models that lets you choose exactly the irrigation needed. By choosing the right RAIN BIRD heads first, you may save a great deal of money on piping. Write for catalog.

PEORIA, ILLINOIS
Manufacterers of Lawn and Golf Course Sprinkling Equipment • Overhead Irrigation • Since 1911

keep your mowers rolling — their bed knives razor-sharp

Attention Golf Clubs, Parks, Cemeteries!
Whether or not you do your own grinding, you can avoid delays and increase the service life of every mower with the Model 50 Bench Grinder. Reels can be lapped in several times between complete grinding jobs when the bed knives are kept properly ground on the Model 50. The price? Hard to believe ... but true! Never has a machine like the Model 50 come anywhere near this low cost. Perfect companion to the famous PEERLESS MOWER SHARPENER. Write today for descriptive bulletin.

MODEL 50, ABOVE ... $125.00 F.O.B. Plymouth, Ohio

THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH COMPANY
DEPT. D-1 PLYMOUTH, OHIO
FOR TOP EFFICIENCY OF WATER FOR GOLF Courses specify as most clubs do. BUCKNER EQUIPMENT

Over 30 years experience in developing sprinklers and valves to meet every requirement of golf course watering... from the smallest unit to the complete system for the entire course.

Write for the name of your nearest dealer.

BUCKNER MFG. CO.
30 Years of Specialized Golf Course Irrigation
FRESNO, CALIF.
Special Representatives:
7658 Calumet Ave. 7280 Melrose Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

New! Packs a lot of performance! You'll find uses aplenty for this new Myers Sprayer - weed and insect control; spraying all foliage; applying liquid fertilizer; standing fire protection; whitewashing, etc. Adjustable pressures from 30 to 400 pounds make it a truly all-purpose sprayer. Famous Myers Bulldozer Pump assures positive, thorough performance. Rust-resistant steel tank is easily cleaned for use with any liquid spray. Wide range of wheel and skid type models. Many other quality-built sprayers in Myers complete line. Mail coupon today.

MYERS general purpose SPRAYER

Texas team of all-star amateurs beats Texas all-star pro team, 10 and 8 in annual match... Pros were shy Nelson, Hogan and Ray Hill... Amateurs also were shy a couple of their stars, Martin and McCready... Northwest Pacific Coast golfers beat Southern California amateurs 9 and 3 in Morse Cup matches at Seattle GC... Veterans Jack Westland and Harry Givan of the Northwest squad scored upset over Bruce McCormick and Johnny Dawson, Walker Cuppers.

Charles Boswell, former U. of Alabama back, blinded in the war, won National Blind Golfers' 1949 championship at Plymouth CC (Philadelphia dist.)... This is Charley's third victory in five championships... Field was 18.

Minikahda 50th Anniversary Honors C. T. Jaffray

Minikahda Club, Minneapolis, in celebrating its 50th anniversary is particularly honoring C. T. Jaffray, its only living founder. Jaffray, H. C. Mackall, Harrison R. Johnson and Totten P. Heffelfinger have been members of the USGA Executive committee; Heffelfinger now being USGA senior VP. Minikahda has had 5 members as Western GA vps. Four of the club's members have been Trans-Mississippi...
presidents. H. C. Mackall was Trans-Miss pres. four consecutive terms and a director for 15. Previously mentioned Minikahda members and its greatest golfer, Harry F. Legg, have won an array of titles rarely equaled by any other club’s members.

Symposia on Plant Nutrition and Growth at Univ. of Wis.
The University of Wisconsin announces a symposium on Mineral Nutrition of Plants, Sept. 1-3 and another on Plant Growth Substances, Sept. 5-7 as a feature of the State’s Centennial program. The two Centennial symposia will consist of invitational papers and discussions which will review and integrate present knowledge dealing with both the scientific and practical aspects in the respective fields. Room and board will be available to participants and guests for $5.00 per person per day for the period August 31 to September 8, 1949. Information about accommodations and reservations may be obtained by writing Mr. R. P. Lee, Division of Residence Halls, Slichter Hall, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wis.

DOUBLE DUTY GOLF TROUSERS

- Converts to knickers
- Extension waist band
- Adjustable side straps
- Hidden ball pocket
- No belt, no buckles

100% wool gabardines, tweeds, flannels. All popular pastel shades. Send sample display orders.

$25.00 retail

Special Discount for Pros

"You’ve got to stock them to sell them"

STYLED FOR GOLF

1373½ E. Colorado Blvd., Glendale 5, Calif.

WANT TO MAKE A HIT WITH YOUR MEMBERS?

LEXOL LEATHER CONDITIONER

Sell them monthly LEXOL service for their leather bags at $1 per treatment.

One gallon ($3 to you) will treat 30 bags. Long odds in your favor.

LEXOL is regularly used by leading Pros everywhere. Get yours from your Wilson branch.

THE MARTIN DENNIS COMPANY
Dept. J
Newark 4, N. J.

TIRE MATS

1—Driving Tees

Driving Range and Public Course Operators . . . here we believe is the finest tee made from tires. Designed to specifications of well-known pros, these mats are functionally ideal, reversible, and virtually everlasting. Immediate delivery. Sizes 42”x60” and 48”x60”. Also special sizes.

2—Floor Mats

Tire Floor Mats in long runners and special sizes for locker room, grills, entrances, and shower rooms. Pay for themselves by saving floors, spikes, and preventing accidents. Low prices due to high production.

Prices and information available upon request.

MERCHANTS TIRE COMPANY
2710 Washington Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.
LEATHER alone has the natural qualities for the perfect golf grip

That's why America's foremost golf club manufacturers invariably select LAMKIN Leather Grips for their top quality clubs.

For the firm grip of the power swing ... for the sensitive touch of the putting stroke — there's nothing like LAMKIN LEATHER GRIPS

Write for details and prices of the complete line of Lamkin leather grips for new clubs or repairs.

LAMKIN LEATHER COMPANY, 655 N. May St., Chicago 22, Ill.
John Budd, professional at the En-Joie GC, Endicott, N.Y., brought important questions about pro golf into the open in his GOLFDOM article, "Pro Golf Must Face Problem of Unqualified Job-Hunters"; but he omitted reference to several puzzling phases. He also did not describe and classify the functions of modern pro golf.

In my opinion it is time — high time — that the position of pro golf be thoughtfully and thoroughly examined. Budd is primarily interested in the problems of the club professional. He is concerned about the competition coming from the person having "a good-looking follow through, a pretty fair scoring ability, and a liking to play golf." He has a legitimate cause for concern, because too many golf professionals have very little more to commend them for golf jobs as professionals. They retard the advance and job stability of properly qualified men. Even after a reputedly fully qualified pro, as attested by his membership in the PGA, gets a job at a club, he may not be adequately prepared to handle his duties and opportunities to the club.

This brings up another point that Mr. Budd failed to consider; namely, what does a club expect from its golf pro?

First, the club usually expects its pro to be a good teacher. There has been progress made in teaching but when a pro—greenkeeper compares the educational work he and his club benefit from in the greenkeeper association, agricultural school, manufacturer’s research and USGA Green section, with what has been done to get golf instruction closer to a sound scientific basis, that man knows for sure that organized pro golf has not done the job expected of it in the highly important field of instruction.

Individually there has been a considerable improvement in the attitude of pros toward instruction methods of others in their class of jobs. But there still is far too much of a self-satisfied attitude and criticism instead of hopeful, open-minded, scientific inquiry into the methods of other teachers. The greenkeepers greatly advanced the results and standing of their profession when they abandoned that old attitude. Then, the club expects its pro to be a first-class merchandiser and promoter. Two former National Open champions lost their lucrative jobs this past year because their clubs decided these fine players were not up to requirements in these departments.

Needed Help, It Didn’t Come

It seems to me that the PGA could have come to the assistance of these men. The PGA knew that these boys were top-notch players but could stand development as businessmen. It should have sent a good merchandiser counselor to these clubs to straighten them out. The club and the pros both would have benefited from the expert help. At one of these clubs, the club itself took over the operation of the golf shop. Did it put another pro in charge? No. It hired a department store merchandiser. The pro at this exclusive club now gets a nominal salary and all he can make from giving lessons. He does not have the concession of selling golf merchandise. This club hired what it considered to be the very best of golf pros and still it became dissatisfied by the service it received from them. Naturally this club questions the status of pro golf; PGA pros or otherwise.

Merchandising means more than being able to keep a beautiful shop, well stocked with the latest merchandise appealingly
displayed. Merchandising means buying and selling right. This can be done only if the merchandiser has complete knowledge of the goods he handles, the sources he buys from, and the buyers to whom he sells. He must know the manufacturing and selling policies of the manufacturers and distributors. Does the manufacturer produce quality merchandise? Does he produce merchandise just for profit? Is he a fly-by-night operator, or is he well established with his line adequately advertised? Does he have a reputation to uphold? Similarly, is the distributor dependable? Will he stand behind his merchandise? Does he have a good credit rating? etc.

Merchandising means selling the customer what he needs. This is a difficult problem. Only a pro who knows his merchandise and his customers can do this. This man has made a study of his merchandise. He knows how it is made, what materials were used, and for what purpose it was made.

The pro must know equally well the playing ability, purchasing power and personalities of his customers. Clubs, bags, sweaters, socks, and shoes must also be sold so that they fit the purchaser.

**Right Pricing in Merchandising**

Merchandising also means pricing. Every merchandiser is entitled to a profit. That is how he makes his living. But during my recent visit to three pro shops, I saw a set of identical clubs for sale at vastly divergent prices. In one shop the clubs sold for $70.00, another for $78.75, and the other one for $90.00. Obviously, two of these pros could not figure their legitimate mark-up. How the pro got $90.00 as a sales price is far beyond me. The PGA should begin to check up on these people.

The pro should know enough about the greenkeeper's problems to be part of the club team with the greenkeeper. Further, the pro is at the course on Sundays and holidays when play is the heaviest. He can see where the bottlenecks are.

Not far from my home is a public course. This course was laid out by Dr. Alister MacKenzie. In my estimation it is one of the best courses in the country. The greenkeeper has always had this course in tip-top condition. On the third hole the tee sets back of a finger of a lake. A drive with a carry of 15 yards will clear this water hazard. But public course players, being what they are, invariably manage to top their drives into this swamp. Before the ball is retrieved, the next foursome has reached the tee. A drive with a carry of 15 yards will clear this water hazard. But public course players, being what they are, invariably manage to top their drives into this swamp. Before the ball is retrieved, the next foursome has reached the tee. By the time the day has advanced very much, players begin to jam this tee. The pro at this course could make the suggestion that a tee to be used only on busy days be placed on the other side of this swamp. The greenkeeper at this course would welcome and appreciate some cooperation from the pro.

**All-around Knowledge Needed**

A club has many committees, house and grounds, green, handicap, entertainment, tournament. The members composing these committees are amateur golfers, but they want to make a success of the responsibilities thrust on their shoulders by the members of the board of directors. In order to do justice to their trusts, they read extensively, and seek advice from more experienced persons. The pro is the logical person for them to turn to. Yet
Preview of Power

Louisville Power-Bilt clubs for 1950 are ready now and our representatives will soon show you every model in the new line. Look them over and you agree they look right... feel right... play right... and you'll find they sell right.

HILLERICH & BRADSBY Co.
Louisville
Kentucky
far too few pros take the trouble to gain all-around knowledge of golf club operation.

Keeping up with the latest methods of club operations will take considerable time. This time can be secured only at the sacrifice of some other aspects of golf. This time must be at the expense of practicing and playing. The club professional who really has the interest of his club and his members at heart will not bemoan this sacrifice. To most clubs a championship, tournament playing pro is of limited value to the average member. A short time ago a tournament pro changed positions. The president of the club which he had left told me: "We don't want another tournament player. We want someone who can give service to every member; someone who doesn't mind playing with the dubs . . ...."

Neglect Assistant Training

This fellow is a class A member of the PGA. I believe Budd classified this man pretty well: "A good-looking fellow through, a pretty fair scoring ability." I'll add, "He had nothing else." I had the occasion to telephone his shop. His assistant answered the telephone with a curt "Hello." From the tone of his voice, I felt that I had interrupted his sleep. When I asked for the pro the assistant informed me that the pro was "incapacitated." What would you think was wrong with the pro? Drunk? Certainly sounded like it. I can assure you that this pro was not drunk. He never drank on the job, and very seldom drank off the job.

This assistant had worked for this pro for two years. In a few years more he will be eligible to become a member of the PGA. Still he does not know the simplest of things: how to answer a telephone. And he should not use words he doesn't understand. If an assistant wants to know how a telephone should be answered, let him call any successful business house.

Certainly in this case, as in most other first-class clubs, the pro is expected to select, train and supervise assistants. In numerous instances that responsibility is not handled as well as it was when the beginner in the pro shop started at cleaning clubs, then graduated to the simpler details of clubmaking.

The pro who is qualified to serve most clubs well teaches golf classes at the high school, promotes junior golf programs, and endeavors in other ways to stimulate golf. I can truthfully say that I do not know one golfer in our community who has taken up golf directly because of the tournament golfers, or the tournaments in which they play. But this is not a criticism of tournament golf. I also do not know of any boy who took up baseball because of Joe DiMaggio or Babe Ruth, although the publicity given DiMaggio and Ruth must have made thousands of kids susceptible to baseball. The golf situation is somewhat different and is changing rapidly with the growing practice of substituting bag carts for caddies. The home club pro has the job of bringing kids into the game.

The home club pro pays part of his PGA dues to financing one of the best jobs in pro golf and although that job of arranging the show window is an essential part of the business, its budget is out of balance with other more intimate and urgent requirements of pro golf.

While we are at it, Mr. Budd, let us find out why some pros can hang on to their jobs for only a season, or six months, and then can get another job right away. Is it because the PGA wants a strictly union shop? I recently visited a big western city. While I was there I thought I would drop into one of the manufacturer's branches to see if there were any golf jobs open. The salesman who calls on the pros told me: "There are no jobs open." I knew of two, and so informed him. He came again, "You'd better clear with . . . . before you try to get a job here." This riled me. It sounded like trying to boss a sport by restricting opportunities.

When I talked to the president of one of these two clubs, he told me that he had received a list of the names of the qualified PGA pros interested in getting this job. Along with the list were special recommendations for several of the pros, a partiality the other pros might question. The president of this club did not appreciate this practice, thinking the PGA demands a closed shop without demonstrating indispensability and having no investment in the going business.

Correct Instead of Complain

This article undoubtedly will raise a bit of comment. I know that it will. But none of this yelling will come from the hundreds of PGA pros who have done their job well. In our area we have many competent PGA pros. None of these pros are top flight players, but they are the backbone of golf. They have made golf their life's work—not play. They know how to teach, how to run tournaments, how to figure handicaps. They know about golf course maintenance. They are merchandisers. They know the problems of the committee members and cooperate with them in trying to find a solution to these problems. They know that budgets must be considered, and adhered to. They know that they set examples for their
LE SUEUR, MINN., OPENS NEW "GOLFINGEST TOWN" COURSE

Le Sueur, Minn., population about 2,800, claims to have 1,400 golfers. Minnesota Valley Canning Co. president Edward B. Cosgrave observing that residents of the town were in need of golf facilities commensurate with their lively interest, and with foresighted concern for community recreation facilities that assured sound business development, took the lead in establishing a new 9-hole course which was opened June 2. All civic groups cooperated energetically in getting the new club under way.

Family membership in the club is $30 a year. The clubhouse is claimed to be one of the most beautiful and well appointed of any small town in the world.

Group instruction is being featured to further increase Le Sueur's high ratio of golfers and to produce a big crop of low handicap men, women and children players.

The new course was formally opened with an exhibition in which Joe Coria, Len Mattson, Gunnard Johnson-and Willie Kidd played.

assistants, for the caddies. They know that they must have the respect of their members, and act accordingly. Who are these men? Among them are Willie Nicol at Peninsula CC, San Mateo; Harold Sampson at Burlingame (Calif.) CC; Earl Fry at Alameda Municipal course, Dewey Longworth of the Claremont CC, and Al Sais at Berkeley CC. All of these men have been on their respective jobs for over 25 years. All of them are situated in the San Francisco Bay area. Not more than twenty-five miles separates one from the other. These, and men like them, are the backbone of the PGA and of pro golf itself. These are the men that will be glad to have this article published.

Now, Mr. Budd, to dismiss some of your anxiety, and to call some of the committees who are charged with selecting a new pro for their club to account. These committees generally invite prospective candidates out for a round of golf; and if he has a "good-looking follow through, a pretty fair scoring ability, and a liking to play golf" he gets the job.

What is the matter with these committees? Are they lazy? Or don't they know any better? Many a caddy has a beautiful swing, and can knock hell out of par. Dress him up in slick sports clothes, and the committee hires him as a pro. But a pro must know something about accounting, merchandising, instructing, greenkeeping. He must be able to speak at luncheons. He must be able to entertain at stags. He must be courteous, and have a degree of refinement. He must be somewhat of a conversationalist. He must be able to mingle with the select of society, and yet remain in his place.

Is par golf all that is necessary to fulfill these requirements? Why, then, does not the selection committee prepare a questionnaire of some 100 to 200 questions; questions that cover every phase of golf, but with the emphasis on the phase of golf in which they want their pro to be a specialist. If committees have difficulties in preparing such a

(Continued on page 62)
Merry Christmas for Some Lucky Guy